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Answer: A 

QUESTION: 94 
When you enter an unrestricted wildcard source file specification on the restore command and do 
not specify any of the options: inactive, latest, pick, fromdate, or todate, the client uses a different 
method for restoring files and directories from the server. What is the name of this method? 

A. file restore 
B. instant restore 
C. no query restore 
D. point-in-time restore 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 95 
The storage administrator needs to increase the database by adding a 24 MB volume named
VOL4 on your Windows TSM server. The database is in the d:\dbvol\ directory. Which
command should be used to create the new define database volume? 

A. from the TSM administrative command line, issue: INCREASE -DB D:\DBVOL\VOL4 24 
B. from the operating system command line, issue: EXTEND -DB -24 D:\DBVOL\VOL4 24 
C. from the operating system command line, issue: DEFINE dbvol D:\DBVOL\VOL4 
formatsize=24 
D. from the TSM administrative command line, issue: DEFINE dbvol D:\DBVOL\VOL4 
formatsize=24 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 96 
An administrator is creating a primary random access storage pool that does not have sufficient 
space to handle all of the nightly backup data. How should the primary storage pool be managed? 

A. with the caching parameter enabled 
B. with the cyclic redundancy check parameter 
C. by migrating the data to a sequential access copy storage pool 
D. by migrating the data to a primary sequential access storage pool 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 97 
There are 10 client nodes associated with one schedule, each node is receiving a message that 
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their sessions are in use when their schedule backup session, is attempting to process their 
schedule.  Some schedules are getting completed while others are not. What could be done to 
resolve this problem? 

A. Increase the Randomization and the percentage of scheduled sessions allowed. 
B. Set the Client nodes to use serialization so that each schedule will be ran is serial. 
C. Set schedule to subfile backup so that the workload on the server will be decreased. 
D. Decrease the randomation to 0 so each schedule will start when the other completes. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 98
 
Which command is used to define a new node to a server?
 

A. update node <nodename> <password> 
B. define node <nodename> <password> 
C. register node <nodename> <password> 
D. define clientnode <nodename> <password> 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 99 
Which of the following is true of multiple TSM server instances running on the same physical 
server (Choose 2)? 

A. They must have a different ports. 
B. They must have different databases 
C. They must use dynamic client IP address binding 
D. The GUIDs of the server instances must be the same 
E. They must have different IP addresses and different NICs. 

Answer: A, B 

QUESTION: 100
 
From which location is the DEFINE LOGVOLUME command issued?
 

A. the Backup-Archive GUI 
B. the Backup-Archive command line 
C. the operating system's command line 
D. the TSM Administrative command line 

Answer: D 
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QUESTION: 101
 
The storage administrator wants to migrate data from the BACKUPPOOL stgpool to tape for a
 
local sequential copy but also wants to have the data remain on the disk pool for faster restores.
 
Which of the following will accomplish this?
 

A. UPDATE STGPOOL BACKUPPOOL ACCESS=READWRITE NEXTSTGPOOL=LTO 
HIGHMIG=0 LOWMIG=0 CACHE=YES MIGPROCESS=2 MIGCONTINUE=YES 
B. CHANGE STGPOOL BACKUPPOOL ACCESS=READWRITE NEXTSTGPOOL=LTO 
HIGHMIG=0 LOWMIG=0 CACHE=YES MIGPROCESS=2 MIGCONTINUE=YES 
C. UPDATE STGPOOL BACKUPPOOL ACCESS=READWRITE NEXTSTGPOOL=LTO 
HIGHMIG=100 LOWMIG=100 CACHE=YES MIGPROCESS=2 MIGCONTINUE=YES 
D. CHANGE STGPOOL BACKUPPOOL ACCESS=READWRITE NEXTSTGPOOL=LTO 
HIGHMIG=100 LOWMIG=100 CACHE=YES MIGPROCESS=2 MIGCONTINUE=YES 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 102 
A TSM Administator has found that TSM has changed the status of a tape from READWRITE to 
READONLY.  What two things can be done to check the status of this tape and validate that the 
data is good or recover the data if it is not? (Choose two.) 

A. QUERY VOLUME F=D 
B. AUDIT VOLUME FIX=YES 
C. AUDIT TAPEVOL FIX=YES 
D. Change status to DESTORYED 
E. RESTORE TAPEVOL REPLACE=YES 

Answer: A, B 

QUESTION: 103 
Your LTO3 tape drives are rated at 80 MB/s uncompressed. All data for NODEA is stored in a 
storage pool on this type of tape. You create a backup set for NODEA on LTO3 tape and note 
that data is generated for the backup set at a rate of 5 MB/s? What should you do to determine the 
cause? (Choose Three) 

A. Check activity log for tape errors. 
B. Check node to see how many volumes are being used. 
C. Check collocation for the storage pool which holds the DATA for NODEA. 
D. Issue the Q VOL NODE=NODEA and Q CONTENTS for each of those volumes. 
E. Issue the Q VOL NODE=NODEA and DEFRAG VOL for each of those volumes. 
F. Issue the VERIFY DRIVE DEVCLASS=LTO3CLASS where LTO3CLASS is the device class 
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where the data is stored. 

Answer: A, B, C 

QUESTION: 104 
The TSM trainee has over allocated space for the TSM database. The system administrator wants 
to reduce the TSM database size. What will indicate the maximum reduction that can be executed 
on the TSM database? 

A. Q DB 
B. Q DBSTATS 
C. Q REDUCTION 
D. Q DBREDUCTION 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 105 
The TSM storage administrator has a large Solaris file server with a single 10/100 network
adapter, 300GB of total storage and 20% of the data changes daily.  The network data transfer 
rate and aggregate data transfer rate reported by the TSM client are both approximately
500KB/sec. Which three actions should be attempted in order to resolve this slow backup 
performance? (Choose three.) 

A. Turn off COMPRESSION for this client. 
B. Enable the TSM Journal based backup facility. 
C. Implement a dedicated 1GB network to be used for backups. 
D. Verify network adapter is set to full duplex and not auto-negotiate. 
E. Increase the transaction size with the two client parameters TXNBYTELIMIT and 
TXNGROUPMAX. 
F. Confirm that the TSM server is not causing the bottleneck by running an FTP test between the 
client and the server. 

Answer: C, D, F 

QUESTION: 106 
Support has been contacted regarding a SAN-attached SCSI library and the support center is 
asking for the serial number of the library hardware. If the library supports this feature, which 
TSM command can be used to report the serial number to the TSM storage administrator? 

A. SELECT * FROM DEVICES 
B. QUERY STATUS FORMAT=DETAILED 
C. QUERY LIBRARY FORMAT=DETAILED 
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D. QUERY PATH *  * SRCTYPE=SERVER DESTTYPE=LIBRARY FORMAT=DETAILED 

Answer: C 
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